LOVE LESSONS FROM THE OLD
WEST: Wisdom from Wild Women, Enss.
Explore the intimate love lives of 10 of
the most famous and infamous women
of the Wild West, includes b/w photos.
148 pgs., ISBN 9780762774005, $16.95

LOVE UNTAMED: Romances of the West,
Chartier and Enss. Chronicles some of
the most famous, passionate and tempestuous romances to stir up the western
frontier; historic photos and illustrations.
150 pgs., ISBN 9780762711420, $12.95

CATTLEWOMEN’S RANCH COOKBOOK,
Johns. Next time you need to rustle up
some dinner, crack open this cookbook
filled with recipes from the kitchens of
cattlewomen all over the country. Filled
with recipes for tasty foods made with
good ingredients, you’ll also enjoy recipe
histories and tidbits of ranch-lore. Spiral
bound. 176 pgs., ISBN 9781423637011, $12.99

HEARTS WEST: True Stories of MailOrder Brides on the Frontier, Enss.
Discover the true stories of mail-order
brides of the Gold Rush era—when
men made the trek west only to
discover that they missed the fairer sex.
116 pgs., ISBN 9780762727568, $12.95

MRS. EARP: The Wives and Lovers of
the Earp Brothers, Monahan. We’ve all
heard of Wyatt, Virgil and Morgan Earp,
but each of the Earp’s had a Mrs. Earp
standing behind them, some more than
one. This book collectively traces the lives
of the women who shared the title, Mrs.
Earp. 176 pgs., ISBN 9780762788354, $16.95

Cookbooks

FRONTIER FARE: Recipes and Lore
from the Old West, Monahan. A captivating look at history and food! In an era
that did not have gas ranges, propane
barbecues, food processors, and refrigeration, it’s mind-boggling what the old
pioneers of the Wild West could cook.

THE COWGIRL’S COOKBOOK: Recipes
for Your Home on the Range, Stanford.
New edition. Besides the delicious
Western recipes, this best-selling cookbook is filled with fun photos, quotes and
side bars that add spice to the reading.
158 pgs., ISBN 9780762745128, $12.95

240 pgs., ISBN 9780762797547, $18.95

COWBOY COOK BOOK: Great Recipes
from Cowboy Country!, Fischer. A
colorful collection of cowboy cookery
that includes both old style and current
versions of famous cowboy recipes.
96 pgs., ISBN 9781885590961, $9.95

KEEP COOKIN’ COWGIRL: More
Recipes for Your Home on the Range,
Stanford. Take a dash of western myth,
a healthy sprinkle of vintage photographs, and a dollop of tall tales and
instructional sidebars, simmer with a
delicious selection of western recipes.
A sure favorite with locals and tourists
alike! 176 pgs., ISBN 9780762788323, $14.95

THE OLD WEST BAKING BOOK, Walters.
Learn the baking secrets of ranch house
cooks, chuck wagon chefs, cowhands,
wagon train homemakers and Natives
Americans; full-color, glossy photos
enhance this best-selling cookbook.
178 pgs., ISBN 9780873586375, $14.95

WESTERN BREAKFAST AND BRUNCH
RECIPES, Fischer. Start your day the
Western Way with these favorite recipes
from Western bed and breakfasts, ranches,
Southwestern chefs and homemakers.
96 pgs., ISBN 9781885590404, $9.95

OLD FARMHOUSE KITCHEN: Recipes
and Old-Time Nostalgia, Gillette. Tried
and true, comfort food recipes from
the farmhouse kitchen, this cookbook
features hundreds of easy-to-follow
recipes peppered with photographs,
anecdotes and just plain ol’ good cookin’!
198 pgs., ISBN 9780963606648, $19.95

SALSA LOVERS COOKBOOK: More
than 180 Sensational Salsa Recipes
for Appetizers, Salads, Main Dishes,
& Desserts, Bollin. Create salsa recipes
for every taste, meal, and occasion.
112 pgs., ISBN 9780914846802, $9.95
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Cookbooks

THE COWBOY’S COOKBOOK: Recipes
and Tales from Campfires, Cookouts,
and Chuck wagons, Monahan. From
chuck wagon recipes to dutch-oven
favorites for your own campfire enjoy
recipes, photos, and lore celebrating the
cowboy’s role in shaping the American
West. 154 pgs., ISBN 9781493010677, $14.95

DUTCH OVEN COOKOUT: Step by Step,
Nielson. Covers everything from setup
to cleanup in an easy-to-understand
format, plus it includes easy and delicious recipes scaled for all sizes of Dutch
ovens. 208 pgs., ISBN 9781462111343, $14.99
COOKING THE DUTCH OVEN WAY,
Woodruff. Whether you’re a novice or
a veteran cooker, this essential reference will tell you all you need to select,
use and care for your Dutch oven;
includes over 180 easy-to-make recipes.
182 pgs., ISBN 9780762782109, $14.95

CAMP COOKING: 100 Years, National
Museum of Forest Service History.
Celebrates decades of camp cooking by
Forest Service agents. Featuring legendary
recipes for Dutch oven meals, open-fire
dishes, and other tasty outdoor specialties.
Contains dozens of recipes, photos, and
anecdotes that tell the whole history of
these brave and hardy individuals. Spiral
Bound. 192 pgs., ISBN 9781586857615, $9.99

EASY RV RECIPES: Easy Recipes for
the Traveling Cook!, Holmes. A handy
collection of easily prepared classic
recipes adapted for the on-the-road cook.
122 pgs., ISBN 9780914846291, $9.95

SPAM: The Cookbook, Patten. Filled
with delicious ways to enjoy SPAM–from
the traditional to the gourmet, this
cookbook includes dozens of recipes.
Also includes trivia and anecdotes about
SPAM’s place in history and pop culture
64 pgs., ISBN 9780600620471, $7.99

CHILI LOVERS’ COOK BOOK,
Fischer. Chili cook-off, prize-winning
recipes and regional favorites, from
mild to fiery, with and without beans.
128 pgs., ISBN 9780914846062, $9.95

101 THINGS TO DO WITH SERIES.
Each book in this series contains 101
mouthwatering recipes for yummy
breakfasts, dinners, side dishes and
desserts with easy-to-follow instructions.
Spiral Binding, 128 pgs., $9.99 each.

COOKING ON A STICK: Campfire
Recipes for Kids, White. Two dozen
easy-to-follow recipes for kids,
from main dishes to desserts—now
get on the stick and start cookin’!

101 THINGS TO DO WITH A DUTCH
OVEN, Winterton. ISBN 9781586857851
101 THINGS TO DO WITH A BBQ,
Tillet. ISBN 9781586856984
101 THINGS TO DO WITH A
TORTILLA, Tillet. ISBN 9781586854690

COOKING IN A CAN: More Campfire
Recipes for Kids, White. Learn great
recipes and discover how to cook in a can,
a pit, in a solar oven and more. Ages 6 and

HEALTHY SOUTHWESTERN
COOKING, Wiseman. Enjoy 101
tasty and healthy recipes containing
less fat, low salt and lots of flavor!
176 pgs., ISBN 9780873586184, $14.95

KOKOPELLI’S COOK BOOK: Authentic
Recipes of the Southwest, Cunkle. This
mouth-watering collection of traditional Southwestern recipes blends
Native, Spanish, Mexican and Anglo
pioneer styles of cooking; also includes
Native illustrations. Spiral Bound.
112 pgs., ISBN 9781885590244, $9.95
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SOUP’S ON!: Hot
Recipes from Cool
Chefs, Hobbs.
Contains over 125
tempting recipes
from 100 top-notch
chefs, bistros, B&Bs,
inns, and glitzy
resorts. 190 pgs.,
ISBN 9780964201217,
$12.95

48 pgs., ISBN 9780879057275, $9.99

up. 64 pgs., ISBN 9781586858148, $9.99

CALIFORNIA COOK BOOK:
Capturing That Classic California
Flavor!, Edited. Contains recipes
reflecting the fusion of flavors from
the Pacific Rim to South of the Border.
112 pgs., ISBN 9781885590671, $9.95

SOUTHWEST SLOW COOKING,
Biber and Howell. Calling all sloooow
cooks! Contains 101 kitchen-tested
Southwest recipes for the slow cooker.
128 pgs., ISBN 9780871388560, $16.95

